
Timestamp Email Address Score Name of the participant Designation/Degree Name of the College Mobile number 1. Who was the first literary critic who said that “art is twice removed from reality”?2. What is ‘denouement’? 3. Who called Dryden the father of English Criticism?4. Who said that “poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world”?5. Who gave the concept of “Art for life’s sake”?6. In whose opinion “Poetry is the most highly organized form of intellectual activity?7. Which of the following is the critical work of Ben Jonson?8. Dryden’s Essay of Dramatic Poesy is a work of:9. Poetry was generally written in 'Poetic diction’ by:10. Regarding the observation of the three classical unities in a play, Dr.Johnson’s view is that:1. What is Blank verse? 2. Which of the following is an example of Onomatopoeia?3. Which of the following is an example of Oxymoron?4. What is meant by Prosody?5. Which part of a Miltonic Sonnet is called Octave?1. The final end of the tragedy is2. Which movement gives important to style rather than the content of a text3. From the following persons, who belongs to University Wits?4. In which kind of novel the whole becomes episodic or disjointed?5. Dialogue with the self - relates to1. Name a clinical trial in which blood is transfused from recovered COVID-19 patients to a coronavirus patient who is in critical condition?2. How does Coronavirus transmit?3. What happens to a person suffering from COVID-19?4. What is Coronavirus? 5. World Health Organisation on 11 February, 2020 announced an official name for the disease that is causing the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak? What is the new name of the disease?6. The first case of novel coronavirus was identified in .....7. Which of the following diseases are related to coronavirus?8. From where coronavirus got its name?9. What are the precautions that need to be taken to protect from the coronavirus?10. Mild Symptoms of Novel coronavirus are:
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5/27/2020 22:00:07 ms9111957@gmail.com 18 / 30 Madhumathi.J B.sc Mathematics Muthurangam govt. Arts college (autonomous) vellore9655987735 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
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5/27/2020 22:07:26 maheshmaahi982@gmail.com 19 / 30 G MAGESWARI Assistant professor KAMBAN COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE FOR WOMEN 6381906290 Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:14:02 teekaraman221178@gmail.com 13 / 30 Teekaraman Assy prof Bharathi college Arani 8940535435 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Coleridge Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:17:32 kamatchiteekaraman@gmail.com 30 / 30 Dr.J.Kamatchi Asst prof in tamil M.M.E.S WOMENS COLLEGE MELVISHARAM 9629542001 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:23:25 dhanalakshmi76959@gmail.com 27 / 30 D.Dhanalakshmi B.A.English Aringnar anna govt arts college for women,walajapet9843503553 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:23:25 gracysharonranipet@gmail.com 21 / 30 Gracy Sharon I MA MMES Women's Arts and Science College, Melvisharam.9442272340 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:25:00 mahalakshmiww@gmail.com 25 / 30 E. Mahalakshmi Assistant Professor Kamban College of Arts and Science for Women8754633394 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:25:35 geetha198368@yahoo.in 21 / 30 V.GEETHA Lecturer/English Sri Nallalaghu Nadar Polytechnic College9710308042 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:26:34 vishnupriya18012000@gmail.com 13 / 30 P.VISHNUPRIYA B.Sc Computer Science ARIGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE,WALAJAPET.9585305937 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:31:06 abiramisudandhira@gmail.com 14 / 30 T.Abirami B.sc,chemistry A.A.A college walaja 7824987162 Plato The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:33:21 maheswarikmg2013@gmail.com 28 / 30 Dr.R.Maheswari Assistant  professor and Biochemistry Kmg college of arts and science 9842592854 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:36:40 tamiljinnah@gmail.com 28 / 30 M.MOHAMED ALI JINNAHAssistant Professor Muthurangam Govt .Arts College ,Vellore—029791688820 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:37:07 govindaraj1549@gmail.com 22 / 30 CLARA.G BA(English literature Aringanar anna govt college for women walajapet8940163353 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:37:29 rashulbegum@gmail.com 29 / 30 S.RASHULBEGUM M.A.MPHIL/ASSISTANT PROFESSORM.M.E.S.WOMENS ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE.MELVISHARAM.9566950115 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:38:30 revathibyadhav@gmail.com 18 / 30 REVATHI  B Guest lecturer Arignar Anna govt for women walajapet 9597143521 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:43:38 kanniga.sekar@gmail.com 14 / 30 Dr. S. Kanniga Guest Lecturer Arignar Anna Govt. Arts College (W) 7903503069 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Textual criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:43:52 saadhiyataj40@gmail.com 16 / 30 N.Saadhiya Banu B.A.English  (1st year ( Sree Abiraami Arts and Science College For women9952393763 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold Tennyson W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:46:09 poornimapoornima1456@gmail.com 19 / 30 Poornima.A BA English Muthurangam government arts college8428326109 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Remdesivir All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:46:34 dhivyajayapal18@gmail.com 17 / 30 J. DHIVYA M.sc chemistry first year AAA college walaja 7708532297 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Eco-criticism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:46:56 shema5600@gmail.com 23 / 30 HEMALATHA S COLLEGE STUDENT- BA ENGLISHARINGAR ANNA GOVERNMENT WOMEN ARTS &SCIENCE COLLEGE, WALAJAPET7094561322 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 22:49:57 sankari25@gmail.com 18 / 30 Sivasankari Rajeswaran MBA Alagappa university 9137342309 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:03:52 Yamuna.Suresh2k@gmail.com 20 / 30 Yamuna.S Student ,III B.A.English Sree Abiraami Arts and Science College for Women8300344196 Plato The ending of comedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:05:55 aprema1968@gmail.com 17 / 30 Hari priya Ug mmes 9003387481 Plato The ending of comedy Coleridge shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:06:42 selvamyadhva06@gmail.com 29 / 30 P. Kalaivani Ug Aringar anna arts womens college 9344260153 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:06:53 thomasraj1989@gmail.com 10 / 30 PAUL THOMAS RAJ V HEAD & ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN ENGLISHSRI BHARATHI WOMEN'S ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE9894904620 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Remdesivir If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:08:18 jkasthuri27@gmail.com 18 / 30 J.KASTHURI STUDENT/ I M.A ENGLISHMMES WOMEN'S ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE MELVISHARAM7010667429 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:12:54 janani10041999@gmail.com 22 / 30 P.JANANI Student Arignar Anna Government Arts college for Women , Wlajapet.6382214618 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:19:23 twrpaul.vellore@gmail.com 30 / 30 PAUL THOMAS RAJ V HEAD & ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN ENGLISHSRI BHARATHI WOMEN'S ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE9894904620 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:24:47 jaimajai5737@gmail.com 25 / 30 P. JAYASANGAVI College student - BA EnglishAringnar Anna government arts college for women walajapet9790142530 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:30:50 hamsakoki27111@gmail.com 24 / 30 R.HAMSASHREE M.A ENGLISH A.A.A WOMEN'S GOVT COLLEGE , WALAJAPET.RANIPET DIST.8489544286 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:31:26 niranj.2010@gmail.com 24 / 30 P. Niranjana Devi Guest Lecturer Arignar Anna Govt. Arts College for Women, Walajapet.9159321345 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/27/2020 23:33:29 rmaya1987@gmail.com 17 / 30 Mrs Ramya D Assistant Professor of English DKM COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (Autonomous), Vellore 9003494931 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:35:47 miniashok1821@gmail.com 19 / 30 R.Thamini student/BA ENGLISH sree abiraami arts and science college for women9150880240 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold G.B. Shaw Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/27/2020 23:45:20 gayu28553@gmail.com 14 / 30 K.Gayathri UG AAA 6379209103 Plato The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever

5/28/2020 0:35:17 kaviyading@gmail.com 20 / 30 Kaviya BA English Sree Abiraami Arts and Science 9626584964 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 0:37:44 kumarthilagavathi17@gmail.com 25 / 30 K.Thilagavathi B.A.English Arigar Anna Govt.Arts & Science college for women walajapet8940851917 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Shortness of breath
5/28/2020 0:56:57 thrishna.moorthy@gmail.com 10 / 30 M.Thrishna B.A.English Sree Abiraami Arts and Science College for women9894783291 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Tianjin SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.
5/28/2020 1:28:37 lavanyalava780@gmail.com 17 / 30 Lavanya.R B.A.English Kamban college of arts &science for women 9384287927 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetFarce Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 2:29:20 jayanthiprathanya01@gmail.com 22 / 30 Jayanthi M. A. English First year M. M. E. S women's arts and science college, Melvisharam. 8056436571 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Cough
5/28/2020 3:15:24 amdivswap90@gmail.com 18 / 30 AMMU M Guest Lecturer ARINGAR ANNA GOVT. ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, WALAJAPET7418966451 Horace The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 4:24:02 myeconomics25@gmail.com 18 / 30 P.JAYAKUMAR PhD Research scholar Thiruvalluvar University Vellore 9790392732 Horace The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 5:10:00 mpmeenam@gmail.com 22 / 30 Prabakar M Head of the Department of EnglishKongu College of Arts and Science, Karur 69894695336 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 5:17:07 saravananpartha01@gmail.com 17 / 30 SARAVANAN P Assistant Professor Of English Sanghamam College Of Arts And Science, Annamangalam, Gingee Villupuram District.8608276243 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:18:07 saranyakanchana4@gmail.com 10 / 30 Saranya MA Arigner Anna Government Arts College, walajapet. 6382857230 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Eco-criticism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:20:32 ylokesh18062001@gmail.com 5 / 30 Lokesh. Y Bsc. Maths Muthurangam arts college 6380023891 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Coleridge Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their leaf-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:23:28 reachjasminerose@gmail.com 23 / 30 D.SASIKALA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN  ENGLISH D.K.M.COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (AUTONOMOUS) VELLORE 9751578452 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:23:45 Kulsumbishamiullah@gmail.com 22 / 30 Kulsumbi. S Assistant professor Sri Akilandeswari Women’s College 09500656396 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:29:31 krishnnkrishnn82@gmail.com 14 / 30 RAMAKRISHNAN T MA., B.ed.,M.Phil 812,surya 812,Surya Polytechnic College 9786386792 Horace The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:33:35 jansiranimscmphil@gmail.com 15 / 30 B.JANSIRANI Guest lecturer Arignar Anna Govt Arts College for Women Walajapet9840394574 Plato The climax in a comedy Joseph Addison shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Farce Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:38:45 Vinayagamc1973@gmail.com 12 / 30 lavanya. v I M.Sc computer science arignar anna government arts and science college 8940834831 Horace The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/28/2020 6:40:17 surabo619@gmail.com 17 / 30 P. D. SUMATHI Asst. Prof Bhaktavatsalam Memorial College For Women6379960641 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:49:27 rajakumar_y2kin@yahoo.co.in 30 / 30 P. D. SUMATHI Asst. Prof Bhaktavatsalam Memorial College For Women9092155818 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 6:55:57 drsanjaytvu@gmail.com 15 / 30 SANJAYGANDHI.P MPhil Thiruvalluvar university 9952181986 Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 7:16:43 Nandhini2571999@gmail.com 17 / 30 NANDHINI S I MSC COMPUTER SCIENCE aringer anna arts and science college for women's 9442410317 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 7:17:49 sashmitha739@gmail.com 12 / 30 SASHMITHA.DHANABALANMaster in English literatureMMES women's arts and science college, melvisharam9500815857 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson G.B. Shaw Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 7:35:52 jayakarun97101mini@gmail.com 25 / 30 Jayashree.K M.phil Scholar Muthurangam Government Arts College 9597645997 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 7:36:55 rajsanthosh17722@gmail.com 14 / 30 SANTHOSH KUMAR. V M. A. English Mutgurangam Government Arts College 7418649415 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 7:43:00 moinameen19@gmail.com 20 / 30 Mr. A. SHAIK MOINUDDINAssistant Professor of EnglishSanghamam College of Arts and Science, Annamangalam9500368042 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 7:58:33 meenazbn6@gmail.com 18 / 30 A Meenaz Banu Assistant Professor of English Islamiah Women's Arts and Science College, Vaniyambadi 9597299688 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:01:52 priyamsmvelu@gmail.com 12 / 30 Priya. V M.sc zoology AAA College for women ( walajapet) 6369647452 loginus The ending of comedy Coleridge shelly Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Discoveries Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Absurd Naturalism Coleridge Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:07:57 jroopashree8@gmail.com 18 / 30 J. ROOPASHREE 1st M. Sc. Zoology AAA College at Walajapet 8925339534 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/28/2020 8:17:28 merthiga08052002@gmail.com 8 / 30 Merthiga BA English Avvaiyar women's college 8270210827 Horace The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Neoclassicism Coleridge Gothic novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/28/2020 8:19:12 ramya.chandar6399@gmail.com 19 / 30 C.TEJASWINI B.A ENGLISH ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN9597408895 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:20:04 vidhyadhvividhyadhvi@gmail.com 18 / 30 Vidhya.p BA English Arignar Anna Government Arts and science college for women9786086826 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnet Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:20:14 arulatgtmc@gmail.com 27 / 30 Dr.K. ARULANANDAM ASSISTANT PROFESSORGOVT THIRUMAGAL MILLS COLLEGE, GUDIYATTAM9976958850 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:21:23 vijayarameswari@gmail.com 17 / 30 VIJAYARAMESWARI G Teacher Nirmala college for women 9488471709 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:23:46 nandhiniramu2907@gmail.com 14 / 30 NANDHINI.R B.A English Literature Aringar Anna Government Arts College for Women,Walajahpet9025471971 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Coleridge shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:27:01 emailvino@gmail.com 30 / 30 Dr. C. VINOTHINI Assistant Professor D. K. M College for Women Vellore 9486948850 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:27:04 vsk477978@gmail.com 12 / 30 S. VARSHA B. Sc(computer science) Aringar anna govt arts college (w), walajapet, ranipet district. 8825974303 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:30:33 kowsalyast3018@gmail.com 16 / 30 Kowsalya B.A. English Sri Akilandeswari womens college wandiwash9344451493 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:38:26 gayuvino9043225822@gmail.com 18 / 30 K. Gayathri BA English Sree abiraami arts and science college for women9789387724 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:41:29 bavadarini.many@gmail.com 23 / 30 Amandine Many MA English 2nd year Avvaiyar government college for women07094158062 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:43:02 arasum.phil1989@gmail.com 16 / 30 M.Arasu M.A b.ed m.phil.pGDCA Wisdom college of arts and science anakavoor8680040681 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:47:39 niveelango7795@gmail.com 22 / 30 Nivedha.E M.A. English literature Muthurangam government arts college 9994224192 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:47:40 sharathdass0996@gmail.com 15 / 30 SARATHKUMAR.D Lecturer K.K.S.MANI POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE,VELLORE9659730432 Plato The ending of a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discoveries Textual criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Eco-criticism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:48:37 dmahalakshmi435@gmail.com 9 / 30 N.S.Mahalakshmi Studying Sree Abiraami arts and science college for women8838464294 loginus The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Coleridge Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/28/2020 8:51:33 nivedhinidn@gmail.com 14 / 30 Nivedhini D BA English Arignar Anna Arts and Science College for Women Walajapet8973483706 Horace The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Textual criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:55:18 pmoni3649@gmail.com 9 / 30 P. Monisha BCA AAA college 9003545691 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison Walter Pater Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentFever
5/28/2020 8:56:44 sugisaravanan15@gmail.com 13 / 30 S. Jayakeerthana BA English Kamban college of arts and science for women09865480752 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 8:59:31 sonigaya469@gmail.com 14 / 30 SONIYA T B.A.English Arignar Anna Government arts and science college for women walajapet8056308654 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Coleridge Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:00:20 dhanushiyadhanu11@gmail.com 0 / 30 Dhanushiya. P B. A., Kamban college of arts and science for women 6369969303
5/28/2020 9:04:25 monishae00@gmail.com 15 / 30 Monisha. E BSc mathematics Kamban arts and science college for women 7200007375 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Absurd Euphemism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/28/2020 9:07:59 riyazroman23@gmail.com 13 / 30 Rihana Second year Arignar Anna Government Arts college walaja8220504320 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Shanghai MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:13:13 jeevast2001@gmail.com 22 / 30 S.Jeeva B.A.,English Sri Akilandeswari women's college 6369890207 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/28/2020 9:17:49 rajammu3696@gmail.com 17 / 30 M. Amutha B. A English AAGA College 8489911863 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:22:43 subha691998@gmail.com 10 / 30 G.Subha MA (English) Arigna Anna Government Arts College For Women8056314083 Plato The ending of comedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:25:18 mmathimoni@gmail.com 15 / 30 M.Monisha Student,BA English Sri Akilandeshwari womens college,vandavasi7502986455 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Tennyson G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:32:28 msvishnupriya67@gmail.com 13 / 30 M.BANU MSC Periyar university 9047190949 Plato The ending of comedy Coleridge Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Euphemism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:33:29 pavithra1831738@gmail.com 11 / 30 B. Pavithra I. M. SC. Chemistry Aringar anna government arts college for women 8525873079 loginus The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater T. S. Eliot G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:37:49 Vinothinivani13@gmail.com 22 / 30 VINOTHINI. S M A ENGLISH Muthurangam government arts college 6382485153 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:38:33 keerthishanmigam262000@gmail.com 21 / 30 S.KEERTHANA STUDENT SAWC WANDIWASH 6369749804 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:38:55 gnanap67@gmail.com 20 / 30 S GNANAPRAKASAM ASSISTANT PROFESSOR Arignar Anna Govt. Arts & Science College, Karaikal9865524525 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:41:40 divyagreena@gmail.com 19 / 30 Greena s M.A.,Be.Ed.,M.Phil Sacred Arts and science college 9600677035 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:43:30 jananianandhan00@gmail.com 19 / 30 A. Janani BA English Arignar anna government arts and science college for women, walajapet. 8072182228 Plato The climax in a tragedy shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:44:25 shamithachemst@gmail.com 15 / 30 R.shamitha B.Sc Chemistry Arignar Anna Arts college for Women 6383152340 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Farce Neoclassicism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:52:28 divyaasokkumar56@gmail.com 9 / 30 A.divya B.A.English Sree abiraami arts and science College for women's6369138844 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 9:56:13 jabeencute02@gmail.com 0 / 30 Jabeen.P STUDENT/B.A ENGLISH Kamban college of Arts and Science for women 6383386614

5/28/2020 10:00:05 gayukuttyakg13@gmail.comyu 19 / 30 Kalavathi S BA.English Sri.Akilandeswari Womens College 9655457997 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:01:01 logi17542@gmail.com 17 / 30 B.logeshwari B.sc computerscience Arigner Anna Arts  college womens 9361155735 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:01:19 apsumithra00@gmail.com 19 / 30 A.SUMITHRA STUDENT/M.sc CHEMISTRY AAA COLLEGE WALAJAPET 9047098071 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:03:02 msvishnupriya67@gmail.com 30 / 30 M.S.VISHNUPRIYA PhD Economics Thiruvalluvar university 9047190949 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:05:51 kokila.eng99@gmail.com 11 / 30 Kokila B.A., English literature NKR Government Art's College For women, Namakkal9865205618 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Idyll Solidarity If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their leaf-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.Shortness of breath
5/28/2020 10:06:11 kalilulla786786@gmail.com 13 / 30 Afrin .H BA English Aringnar Anna govt arts college for women's walajapet7708721762 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:08:29 kamal082001@gmail.com 18 / 30 KAMAL S B.Sc Mathematics Muthurangam Government Arts College,Vellore-028248031212 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knife The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:08:30 jothipalani85@gmail.com 12 / 30 JOTHILAKSHMI P Faculty Arignar anna govt arts college for women,walajapet.9095753757 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetFarce Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:10:00 vijaytvm923@gmail.com 19 / 30 V.Archana B.A.English 1st Year Arignar Anna Government Arts College for Women, Walajapet. Ranipet District.8940741052 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:14:46 ganakeerthikeerthimani@g.mail.com 16 / 30 AbithaMani.S I B.A English ARIGNAR ANNA GOV ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN WALAJAPET,RANIPET9677424600 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Beijing Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:15:15 anandan9092@gmail.com 20 / 30 Gopal s M .A Tagore Arts and science college 9092336608 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/28/2020 10:16:53 jothikasenglish@gmail.com 9 / 30 S. Jothika BA English 2 YEAR SRI AKILANDESWARI WOMEN'S COLLEGE6369642706 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Coleridge Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:20:11 abinayamani9787@gmail.com 7 / 30 D. Abinaya Bsc physics NKR Govt arts college for women Namakkal7810038177 loginus The ending of a tragedy Coleridge Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Coleridge Mystery novels Acrostic Remdesivir All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.
5/28/2020 10:20:39 navaneetheswar@gmail.com 28 / 30 Mr J PARAMESWARAN Assistant Professor of EnglishSanghamam Arts and Science college 9092484055 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/28/2020 10:21:37 zahirhussainzahirhussain01@gmail.com 17 / 30 Z.Farija Bhanu II nd B.A.English LiteratureN.K.R.Govt.Arts College For Women,Namakkal(Dt),637001.6382897984 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 10:22:32 ramyassugan@gmail.com 9 / 30 S.RAMYA III B.A. English  literature N.K.R.Govt Arts College for women namakkal9443211275 Plato The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Discoveries Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Wordsworth Gothic novels Elegy Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.Cough
5/28/2020 10:22:40 lavanyaprabu2001@gmail.com 18 / 30 LAVANYA.S BA English Arignar Anna govt Arts college (women's)9791783871 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
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5/28/2020 10:38:21 pavithramohan197@gmail.com 10 / 30 M. PAVITHRA I MA ENGLISH M.M.E.S WOMEN'S ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE  9597181307 Plato The ending of a tragedy Coleridge shelly Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/28/2020 10:39:18 kokilasavi3070@gmail.com 16 / 30 G.kokila B.A.English 3 year student Sree abiraami arts and science college for woman9894075657 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
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5/28/2020 11:05:50 varsha.venkat98@gmail.com 15 / 30 V.V.Varsha M.A(English) Avvaiyar Govt College for Women, Karaikal. Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.Fever
5/28/2020 11:10:27 suganthi.vrl@gmail.com 16 / 30 Suganthi. R Guest lecturer /M. Sc., M. Phil., M. Ed., Ph. D., Arignar Anna Govt. Arts college for women, walajapet9944979790 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Coleridge Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
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Timestamp Email Address Score Name of the participant Designation/Degree Name of the College Mobile number 1. Who was the first literary critic who said that “art is twice removed from reality”?2. What is ‘denouement’? 3. Who called Dryden the father of English Criticism?4. Who said that “poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world”?5. Who gave the concept of “Art for life’s sake”?6. In whose opinion “Poetry is the most highly organized form of intellectual activity?7. Which of the following is the critical work of Ben Jonson?8. Dryden’s Essay of Dramatic Poesy is a work of:9. Poetry was generally written in 'Poetic diction’ by:10. Regarding the observation of the three classical unities in a play, Dr.Johnson’s view is that:1. What is Blank verse? 2. Which of the following is an example of Onomatopoeia?3. Which of the following is an example of Oxymoron?4. What is meant by Prosody?5. Which part of a Miltonic Sonnet is called Octave?1. The final end of the tragedy is2. Which movement gives important to style rather than the content of a text3. From the following persons, who belongs to University Wits?4. In which kind of novel the whole becomes episodic or disjointed?5. Dialogue with the self - relates to1. Name a clinical trial in which blood is transfused from recovered COVID-19 patients to a coronavirus patient who is in critical condition?2. How does Coronavirus transmit?3. What happens to a person suffering from COVID-19?4. What is Coronavirus? 5. World Health Organisation on 11 February, 2020 announced an official name for the disease that is causing the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak? What is the new name of the disease?6. The first case of novel coronavirus was identified in .....7. Which of the following diseases are related to coronavirus?8. From where coronavirus got its name?9. What are the precautions that need to be taken to protect from the coronavirus?10. Mild Symptoms of Novel coronavirus are:
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5/28/2020 11:55:11 m.saravanan9988@gmail.com 12 / 30 m.saravanan9988@gmail.comMA English Arignar Anna Government Arts college for Women.walajapet.Ranipet District.9952493742 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Discourse of English PoetrieTextual criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 11:57:52 thrapavi19198@gmail.com 20 / 30 R.pavithra MA.English literature Arignar anna govt arts college for women. 6383733852 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:05:03 sugu2539@gmail.com 24 / 30 K.suganthi Assistant Professor Sree Abiraami Arts and Science College for Women 9789238636 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:05:12 dhivyaarthi1997@gmail.com 15 / 30 Ms.A.Dhivya Student/B.A.English Sree Abiraami Arts and Science college for women 8270626346 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:07:28 fouziabanu2608@gmail.com 27 / 30 Fouzia Banu.A Student/M.A.English MMES Women's arts and science college8940492074 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:08:06 sivapriya.thirumalai@gmail.com 26 / 30 SUGANTHI R MSc, MPhil, Ph.D Arignar Anna govt.art college for women9789768209 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:10:16 sarigasari1702@gmail.com 16 / 30 Sariga S MA English literature. Aringar Anna Government Arts College For Women.8428096726 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/28/2020 12:13:38 Nandhininandh36@gmail.com 16 / 30 Nandhini M. Sc methametics Aringar anna government arts college for women 9843873156 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.Fever
5/28/2020 12:14:20 vasundharababu2001@gmail.com 19 / 30 Vasundhara BA (Eng Literature) Sree abiraami arts and science college for women9500967612 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Coleridge Picaresque novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:17:24 soundarya5353@gmail.com 23 / 30 Soundarya.B BA.English Avvaiyar government college for women8870037572 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:20:23 gayathri04081998@gmail.com 16 / 30 Gayathri.R Msc zoology Arignar Anna government Arts college for women7708443556 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:21:08 iyuvi14198@gmail.com 25 / 30 I.YUVARANI STUDENT/ M.A ENGLISHM.M.E.S. Women's Arts and science College6381053658 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:22:24 chandiranselvi1@gmail.com 21 / 30 C.thirisha Computer science b.sc Arignar Anna govt arts college for women9360306026 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:22:48 azhagunilap26@gmail.com 19 / 30 Azhagunila.p Ba.english Avvaiyar government college for women6380267498 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Fever
5/28/2020 12:23:12 kiruthidivya31@gmail.com 17 / 30 T.Kiruthika III-BA.English Literature NKR.Government Arts college for women, Namakkal.9952569176 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:24:36 jenithadeva61@gmail.com 0 / 30 D.Jenitha M.A.English Arignar Anna Government Arts College For Womens 9159696492
5/28/2020 12:27:14 sumithrasumi@gmail.com 9 / 30 Mahalakshmi. R BA literature(English) Sree Abiraami Arts And Science College For Women9789436615 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:28:01 shareenfarhanast56@gmail.com 21 / 30 S. Shareenfarhana Student, B. A. English  literature Sri akilandeswari women's college, Vandavasi 7339645744 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:28:42 sanjujeevi38@gmail.com 13 / 30 J.S.Jeevitha Degree Arigner anna govt arts college for women8678955667 Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Textual criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Tianjin Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:29:41 kkiruthika476@gmail.com 30 / 30 T.Kiruthika III - BA.English Literature NKR.Govt Arts college for women, Namakkal.9345127472 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:29:56 r.jayasreeravi@gmail.com 14 / 30 Ms.R.Jayasree student Sree Abiraami Arts & Science College For Women8056511510 Horace The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:38:48 priyapurusothaman10@gmail.com 15 / 30 P PRIYA Assistant Professor Jaya college of arts and science 7904588596 Plato The climax in a comedy Joseph Addison Walter Pater Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:40:31 padhma.p1990@gmail.com 9 / 30 Padmavathi.P faculty Arignar Anna govt Arts and science clg walajapet9788248727 Plato The climax in a tragedy Coleridge Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Naturalism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Idyll Remdesivir If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COnV-20 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentCough
5/28/2020 12:43:21 suganyaeakambaram97@gmail.com 12 / 30 SUGANYA E M.A  English Literature AAA college 7538869605 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:43:41 jansie4@gmail.com 20 / 30 Jansi Rani I M.A English AAA college,  Walaja Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:43:57 Sumithratamilselvan93@gmail.com 20 / 30 SUMITHRA TAMILSELVAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SSS ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE AND MANAGEMENT, ARCOT 9626546023 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:48:20 prithiravi2001@gmail.com 19 / 30 R.pandarassivame prithi B.A english Avaiyar government colledge for woman Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:54:08 gayathrimahendran0110@gmail.com 18 / 30 M.GAYATHRI B Sc.,Computer science Arignar Anna government arts and science college for women, walajapet.9629009216 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Wordsworth Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 12:55:56 sureshthamilarasan7@gmail.com 10 / 30 Shalini Tamilarasan English Sree Abiraami art's and science College for women9524946569 Horace The ending of comedy Joseph Addison Walter Pater Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Neoclassicism Coleridge Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Tianjin Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:00:20 v.nivethahema@gmail.com 20 / 30 V.Nivetha MA English Arigar Anna Government Arts college for women9150705606 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:11:48 prakashstyly@gmail.com 29 / 30 Jeevitha js MSC cs AAA college 8678955667 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:13:06 vasumathisuban25@gmail.com 14 / 30 vasumathi msc computer science arignar anna govt arts college women Aristotle The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:17:48 nagalakshmim199@gmail.com 22 / 30 K.Nagalakshmi III-BA English Literature N.K.R Govt Arts College for Women 9787197025 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:18:08 durgapichandi03@gmail.com 16 / 30 DURGA P M.sc computer science Arignar anna govt arts college for women, walajapet, Ranipet district9786681352 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Idyll Plasma Therapy If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:18:42 jagajagadhi98@gmail.com 20 / 30 A. JAGADHISWARI M.A ENGLISH Arignar Anna Government Arts college for women, Walajapet6380702960 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:28:01 gunageevi28@gmail.com 22 / 30 G. GEEVITHPRIYA III-BA ENGLISH LITERATURE NKR GOVT  ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, NAMAKKAL 9943260014 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:30:05 kairunisha0786@gmail.com 19 / 30 F. KAIRUNISHA BEGUM MA ENGLISH A.A.A WOMENS GOV CLG WALAJAPET. RANIPET DIS8220207359 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:37:12 itskeerthana98@gmail.com 15 / 30 V.keerthana MA English literature ARIGNAR anna govt. Arts college for women6383814421 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:44:44 ramyakrishnan2207@gmail.com 11 / 30 A.Ramya krishnan MA English ARIGNAR Anna Government Arts College9344594676 Plato The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly T. S. Eliot G.B. Shaw Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.Fever
5/28/2020 13:46:27 kgsoundari92@gmail.com 16 / 30 Mrs. K. Gnana Soundari Assistant professor St. Joseph's college of Arts and Sciences(Autonomous), Cuddalore 9659367253 Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 13:52:05 srijayasri1399@gmail.com 19 / 30 Jayasri A M.A.English literature 1st yearAAA college for women walajapet 6383138702 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/28/2020 13:58:59 vinothinirago@gmail.com 20 / 30 VINOTHINI R pharmacy Sri sastha college 7603976562 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 20:56:29 fariha.takreem2000@gmail.com 30 / 30 P. Fareeha Takreem M.A literature MMES women's arts & science college9944671866 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:02:50 ezhilarasia1806@gmail.com 16 / 30 A.Ezhilarasi III-Bsc(Computer Science)Arignar Anna government arts college for women, walajapet9361049118 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Eco-criticism Coleridge Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:21:33 vkgajalakshmi@gmail.com 30 / 30 Gajalakshmi Phd acholar Presidency college +919789706646 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:23:55 jamunasrinivas30@gmail.com 16 / 30 S. JAMUNADEVI JAMUNADEVI Arignar anna government arts and science college for women.walajapet7530071895 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Coleridge Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:25:09 ameerunnisha2000@gmail.com 21 / 30 AMEERUNNISA S COLLEGE STUDENT BA ENGLISH AAA COLLEGE WALAJAPET 9952739867 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:25:43 preethi24599@gmail.com 14 / 30 M.Preethi I M.A English DKM Arts and Science College 8610420572 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:27:26 manjukathir075200@gmail.com 20 / 30 manju.k 3rd BSC Zoology AAA COLLEGE WALAJA 6374051674 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:27:43 akokila95@gmail.com 20 / 30 Kokila.A Student/1st M.A English (PG)Dkm college for women autonomous 6384041812 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:38:16 paulreiner94@gmail.com 20 / 30 S PAULREINER PHD RESEARCH SCHOLARBISHOP HEBER COLLEGE 9789101282 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Textual criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:39:02 yogalakshmi042001@gmail.com 19 / 30 YOGALAKSHMI Student  B.A.ENGLISH ARIGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, WALAJAPET 6381167682 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 21:57:03 narmadhaamma686@gmail.com 22 / 30 Narmadha.S College Student/B.A.English LiteratureArignar Anna Govt.Arts College For Women,Walajapet-632 513.9598802118 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Both A and B None of the above Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/28/2020 22:01:11 thenmozhid07@gmail.com 21 / 30 D. THENMOZHI Ph.D Research Scholar Thiruvalluvar University 8778173463 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 22:16:56 keerthanaatj@gmail.com 15 / 30 KEERTHANA A T J Chemistry AAA college 9092061600 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 22:43:02 rupagladys@gmail.com 26 / 30 Gladys Rupavathi.B Assistant professor /Department of English Aalim Muhammed Salegh College of Engineering 7338755208 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/28/2020 23:52:10 shanthanpugal2001@gmail.com 24 / 30 Prashanthini. P BA English Sree Abiraami Arts and science college for women. 9659983388 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/28/2020 23:57:39 renu199684@gmail.com 12 / 30 Renuka.k M.A Arigar anna  government art college for women7639735052 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnet
5/28/2020 23:58:04 priyapugal1999@gmail.com 30 / 30 P.Priyadharshini MCA Government Thirumagal Mills College 6381707006 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

5/29/2020 0:22:21 nishasubramoniam82@gmail.com 18 / 30 N. Nisha Kumari Assistant Professor Bhaktavatsalam Memorial college for women 9894541358 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 0:23:00 socratesindra@gmail.com 24 / 30 S. Indragandhi Head and Assistant professor in English DKM COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (AUTONOMOUS) 9952444604 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 1:12:04 megavarshini1226@gmail.com 14 / 30 Megavarshini M.K M.A M.M.E.S Arts& Science college 8124940992 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Textual criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.Cough
5/29/2020 5:39:14 siddiqa.sp@gmail.com 23 / 30 Siddiqa Parveen Assistant Professor MMES Women’s Arts and Science College 9364467111 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 6:57:30 lavanmala153@gmail.com 28 / 30 Jansi Rani I M.A English AAA college, Walaja 9443542959 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 6:58:26 kowshiyakowshiya717@gmail.com 13 / 30 K. Kowshiya B. A English literature N. K. R Government arts college for women Namakkal9698436410 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 7:42:00 pojadharani@gmail.com 16 / 30 Ms k. Rupa 2nd BA English Sree Abiraami Arts and science College for women6369649220 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 7:51:22 varshamuthu0203@gmail.com 16 / 30 M.Varsha II-B.A English Namakkal Kavingar Ramalingam government arts College for women, Namakkal.9362048862 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 7:58:32 ramyagunasekaran2000@gmail.com 9 / 30 G. Ramya B.A English literature Namakkal kavignar Ramalingam Government Arts College For women6374386752 Horace The ending of a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Farce Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/29/2020 7:59:01 thiya2518@gmail.com 22 / 30 S.Thilagavathi PG Arignar Anna Arts And Science College9500725696 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 8:08:48 adhi4688@gmail.com 16 / 30 M. Adhilakshmi   Ph.D Reacher scholor Thiruvalluvar university serkadu 9994944139 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/29/2020 8:09:39 parkavikst04218@gmail.com 3 / 30 Parkavi.k Ba english sri akilandeswari womens college 9488994587 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhyme
5/29/2020 8:19:46 sowtulasi1998@gmail.com 23 / 30 SOWMYA R MA English Aringar anna government arts college for women8270938042 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 8:23:19 harshavardhinis64@gmail.com 19 / 30 Harshavardhini.S BCA Arignar Anna Government Arts college for women,walajapet8144213809 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 8:23:52 manigandan96arani@gmail.com 14 / 30 MANIGANDAN. S MA English Muthurangam Govt. Arts college 9629285644 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:13:01 sasisasi.sk95@gmail.com 30 / 30 S. SASIKALA Dece Ranippettai institute of technology 9344749755 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:13:34 dhivyadheya21@gmail.com 18 / 30 Dhivya M.A English M.M.E.S Arts and Science College Melvisharam9597787917 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:16:25 pojadharani@gmail.com 30 / 30 Ms k. Rupa 2nd BA English Sree Abiraami Arts and science college for women7639962065 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:16:37 Shobyekambaram05@gmail.com 9 / 30 Shobana E Assistant professor of English Islamiah women's arts and science college vaniyambadi 9994538896 Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:18:28 divad4543@gmail.com 30 / 30 J. S. jeevitha M. Sc cs AAA college for women walajapet 9360051836 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:27:24 Shalinishalu432001@gmail.com 18 / 30 Shalini. A B.A-English Abiraami Arts and science college for women 9514489954 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:27:44 baskaran280801@gmail.com 21 / 30 Baskaran.s  BA English Muthurangam government arts college6382085563 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:29:50 zubairafiya294@gmail.com 18 / 30 Naziya UG SSS College ,Arcot 9361882081 Plato The climax in a tragedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:33:57 jheera22031999@gmail.com 11 / 30 J heera bsc.computer science.; Aringar anna goverment arts college for women7867830835 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Mystery novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:42:05 iamkeerthiga@gmail.com 13 / 30 Student Degree Avvaiyar womens collage 8940431631 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:43:53 r.ragugandhi@gmail.com 18 / 30 RAGUGANDHI R Guest lecturer/ M.Sc.,M.phil.,B.Ed.,Arignar Anna Govt.Arts College for Women7402535861 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:51:02 monishaarumugam17@gmail.com 19 / 30 A Monisha 20 AAA College, Walajapet 7904667612 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism Coleridge Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:51:43 arangasri888@gmail.com 26 / 30 M.Arangasri III - B.A English Literature NKR Govt Arts College for Women 8220414189 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:57:30 sandhiyaarumugam99@gmail.com 25 / 30 Monisha Bsc Chemistry AAA college, Walajapet 7904667612 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 9:58:26 yamini160114@gmail.com 20 / 30 YAMINI PRIYA D Assistant Professor Arcot Sri Mahalakshmi Women's College9380554677 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above

5/29/2020 10:05:33 shobanaraja19@gmail.com 18 / 30 Shobana. R M.A.English M.M.E.S Women's Arts and Science College8825982220 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:08:20 dhanushiyadhanu11@gmail.com 22 / 30 P.Dhanushiya UG Kamban college of arts and science for women 7449021313 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:12:35 divi2kailu.aash6@gmail.com 29 / 30 S.SANDHIYA B.e Ranippettai engineering college 9444818453 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:15:39 brabarajendran1234@gmail.com 30 / 30 RenugaNallathambi B.E-Computer Science and engineeringPriyadarshini Engineering College 7639896906 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:18:08 bansaas@gmail.com 23 / 30 M. Banumathi Assistant Professor Government Arts and Science College Perumbakkam Chennai 1319842761238 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:19:53 balan.nandha37@gmail.com 30 / 30 K.Keerthiga BA English Literature Avvaiar women college 9095949922 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:23:42 vthenmozhivthenmozhi751@gmail.com 22 / 30 V.Thenmozhi I.B.A.English A.A.A.College walajapet 9843062589 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:31:46 saranramesh0610@gmail.com 13 / 30 Saranya. R B. Sc AAA college 7825969201 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:36:38 sangeethacute2000626@gmail.com 12 / 30 M.sangeetha B.sc chemistry AAA college 8610069165 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Wordsworth Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:41:43 saransweety75@gmail.com 26 / 30 Saranya . R B. Sc AAA  college 9025809122 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Tianjin SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:43:17 avemaria12daisy@gmail.com 11 / 30 Daisy History and tourism Stella Maris college 7550272488 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:46:30 dhasthageer1972@gmail.com 18 / 30 D.Faridha B.Sc (Chemistry) Arignar Anna government arts college walajapet9362452828 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:46:34 nethaji1534@gmail.com 15 / 30 Nethaji K B.Tech IT Final year Global institute of engineering &Technology9629806410 Horace The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:49:06 vajiraveluenglish@gmail.com 15 / 30 Vajiravelu Guest Lecturer Government Arts College Tiruvannamalai09894807004 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:53:59 vanathivanu04@gmail.com 7 / 30 Vanathi M Degree AAA college 8667290532 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Tianjin Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 10:55:46 jamunanethaji@gmail.com 21 / 30 S.ASHA M.a Sri Sankara arts and science collage 8525805648 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:00:31 smonishasenthil@gmail.com 23 / 30 S.Monisha M.A English Literature Arignar Anna Government Arts College for Women, walajapet9790996104 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:00:35 kavijagan0412@gmail.com 15 / 30 J.Kavitha M.A.English Literature Arignar Anna Government Arts and Science College for Women Walajapet9585397084 loginus The ending of a tragedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:06:32 parimalasrijothi@gmail.com 14 / 30 Parimalasri.J B.Sc Chemistry AAA college,  walaja pet. 9843373688 Aristotle The ending of comedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:11:23 aishu769898@gmail.com 14 / 30 S.Aishwarya MA English Dkm College For Women 9751852512 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Coleridge Gothic novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:13:44 santheeraj@gmail.com 18 / 30 Sandhiya.G Student Islamiah women's arts and science College9344592939 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discoveries Textual criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Remdesivir All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:16:00 mizbakouser0@gmail.com 21 / 30 Mizba kouser .M Student Sree abiraami arts and science college for women 7010123923 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:20:32 malleswarimalleshwari780@gmail.com 22 / 30 Ms. R. Malleswari B. A. English Sree abiraami arts and science college for women 8940941504 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold G.B. Shaw Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:21:30 hemanthhemanth26097@gmail.com 21 / 30 Jenitha.D M.A.English Arignar Anna Government Arts college For women's8270324118 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:22:51 ruby.manian@gmail.com 14 / 30 Mrs.M.Rubini Assistant professor of BotanyLRG Govt Arts college for women Tirupur8883590901 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Textual criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11 Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:26:25 zakizakia97@gmail.com 18 / 30 Zakia Afreen MA English MMES 7708586769 Aristotle The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:40:54 krishnanvenmathi2001@gmail.com 29 / 30 Venmathi k Degree AAA college 9159872289 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:47:44 kambleo585@gmail.com 11 / 30 Omkar Vilas Kamble First Year Sanpada College of Commerce & Technology9768965385 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Elegy Solidarity If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:51:36 keerthudav@gmail.com 17 / 30 keerthudav@gmail.com M.A English M.M.E.S WOMEN'S ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE9500528252 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Naturalism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Tianjin SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:53:36 okamble663@gmail.com 30 / 30 Omkar Vilas Kamble First Year Sanpada College of Commerce & Technology9768965385 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:53:38 gomubaby31@gmail.com 23 / 30 M. Gomathi B. A English Sree Abiraami arts and science college for women9043714924 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 11:57:52 lekasriramesh@gmail.com 14 / 30 R.Lekasri B.E civil Adhiparasathi college of engineering, kalavai7708091026 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Coleridge Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:00:01 pugal8807@gmail.com 6 / 30 N.pugazhendhi 1st M.A English Sri vidhya mandir arts science college 9445986284 Horace The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Tianjin Neither A nor B None of the above Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/29/2020 12:03:00 monikaindalkar627@gmail.com 30 / 30 Monika Mohan Indalkar Third Year M.G.M. College of Engineering 9594873088 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:03:33 malathivenkat1133@gmail.com 16 / 30 Malathi. C III B. Sc. Computer Science AAA college for women, walajapet 9597883943 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Shortness of breath
5/29/2020 12:07:57 prettyshalini1999@gmail.com 13 / 30 Shalini K Bsc computer science Arignar Anna Arts college 7603817764 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Cough
5/29/2020 12:10:40 sreemathi2850@gmail.com 19 / 30 K.SREEMATHI Computer science Arignar Anna Govt Arts college womens, walajapet 6381443005 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:12:37 lakshmikpk.fly@gmail.com 17 / 30 R.lakshmi Computer science Arignar anna government college (w) 8270607380 loginus The ending of comedy Coleridge shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:14:39 sundaramsaras3@gmail.com 12 / 30 Haritha.S Student Arignar Anna govt girls college in walajapet9751653411 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Beijing SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/29/2020 12:18:45 s.narendrakumar183@gmail.com 11 / 30 S.narendrakunar Teacher Auxillium college 6382205212 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:18:46 keerthuvijay6@gmail.com 10 / 30 V.Keerthana BSc chemistry AAA College 7639365199 Aristotle The ending of comedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai SARS Due to their leaf-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:18:57 tamilbby1908@gmail.com 12 / 30 M.Tamilselvi B.sc microbiology KMG college of arts and science 6374316114 Horace The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Wordsworth Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:19:12 babloominto@gmail.com 21 / 30 S. Yogeshwari B.A English Sun Arts and Science College 6383255640 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:20:32 saran199787@gmail.com 22 / 30 G. Saranya MA MMES Women's Arts and Science College9940374525 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:31:35 vinithapooja9456@gmail.com 8 / 30 A. Vinitha B. Ed Government college of education vellore 9344969120 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Absurd Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentCough
5/29/2020 12:32:40 shabana9894559170@gmail.com 9 / 30 A. Shabana Bsc computer science AAA College 9894196497 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:41:51 nikilasambandan6363@gmail.com 10 / 30 S.NIKILA M.sc chemistry Arignar Anna government arts college walajapet7339696630 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:46:25 kheerthanavivek5975@gmail.com 29 / 30 Kheerthana M.A English AAA 6380370961 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:46:25 jpjaisuriya21@gmail.com 21 / 30 Jayaprakash J M.A. English literature Govt Thirumagal Mills College 7010816194 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:46:31 varshapappu3@gmail.com 29 / 30 Varsha.D.S MA ENGLISH Arignar Anna Government Art's college for women walajapet8760436026 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:47:00 gladypriyadarshini@gmail.com 18 / 30 R. Saveetha B.A. English Sree Abiraami Arts And Science College For Women9003326807 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:48:48 nafeesafarhana2000@gmail.com 15 / 30 Nafeesa Farhana.K B.A Arignar Anna Arts and Science College for Women Walajapet9597696558 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 12:53:04 angelkarthikraj@gmail.com 22 / 30 KARTHIK. R PhD scholar Thiruvalluvar university 8610988945 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:05:21 a.sajay.kumar2004@gmail.com 29 / 30 Ms.A.Dhivya Student Sree Abiraami Arts And Science College For Women8270626346 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:10:47 tharapritha2001@gmail.com 23 / 30 Ms.Preetha.M B.A.English K.M.G.College of arts & sciet 7395835889 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:18:59 kowsalyaraji05@gmail.com 24 / 30 Kowsalya R M B.A. English Avvaiyar Government College for Women Karaikal9791257454 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:28:26 dhanalakshmist1218@gmail.com 21 / 30 K.DHANALAKSHMI II B.A.ENGLISH Sri Akilandeswari women's college wandiwash 9942841215 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:31:24 mail2sukanya3@gmail.com 17 / 30 SUKANYA AS Assistant professor SRM Arts and Science College 9840711014 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:32:45 yeshpetkar1@gmail.com 15 / 30 Yash Sunil Petkar Student Government polytechnic Nagpur 9156737119 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Remdesivir If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:33:10 bagyanatarajan196cs@gmail.com 9 / 30 A.N.Bagyalakshmi 1Msc(computer science) AAA college, walaja pet 9585109217 loginus The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Solidarity If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/29/2020 13:33:25 keerthithavammurugan19@gmail.com 17 / 30 Keerthika M UG Sree Abiraami Arts and Science college for women6381325731 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 13:39:14 ggovindan704@gmail.com 11 / 30 Ishu B.a.eng Quaid e millath 9941275751 loginus The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Textual criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their leaf-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/29/2020 13:41:36 rdsd1348@gmail.com 11 / 30 DEEPA.R BA English Literature NKR Government arts college for women, Namakkal9789460899 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison Walter Pater T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
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5/29/2020 16:51:49 jothisengodan191@gmail.com 23 / 30 S. Dhivya M. Phil English Periyar University 8903622964 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:04:29 preniyavel1215@gmail.com 22 / 30 PRATHAP P Student, English Pallavan collage of education 8056310687 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:08:19 kalaiyarasivenkat@gmail.com 30 / 30 Kalaiyarasi.v B.sc Aringer anna government arts college for women  walajapet9361427078 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:23:56 santhiyajayapal89@gmail.com 25 / 30 Kala s MA English Arignar Anna government Art's college for women's walaja  pet ,ranipet district 7397184765 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:25:10 jansirani1996.kpk@gmail.com 30 / 30 V.pavithra ||| bsc zoology AAA college 6369177805 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:25:57 jagdishbommi@gmail.com 13 / 30 P.preetha B.sc zoology Arignar anna government arts college for women9344723757 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:43:05 bobbyvizag8899@gmail.com 9 / 30 S.Bhargav Raj btech BIHER 7569219613 loginus The ending of comedy Coleridge shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Farce Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Idyll Remdesivir When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentCough
5/29/2020 17:45:51 indu.mathy021@gmail.com 20 / 30 Dr. R.Indumathy Assistant Professor of EnglishThiruvalluvar University College of Arts and Science, Thennangur, Vandavasi.09791723094 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly G.B. Shaw Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:45:58 parveen.sadia@gmail.com 24 / 30 P.J.SADIA PARVEEN Assistant Professor of EnglishMazharul Uloom College, Ambur 9003518600 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:49:05 sangeetha.tulasi2020@gmail.com 23 / 30 T.Sangeetha BA English literature Arignar Anna government arts and science college for women, walajahpet,Ranipettai9941809600 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:51:56 anithast0418@gmail.com 18 / 30 S Anitha Student Sri Akilandeswari womens college,wandiwash9489237590 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:56:56 anijashaju@gmail.com 16 / 30 G.ANIJA Professor MAHALASHMI WOMEN'S COLLEGE Of ARTS SCIENCE9487653308 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 17:57:49 paramaguru.e@gmail.com 30 / 30 E. PARAMAGURU PhD Research Scholar Thiruvalluvar University 7339470898 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 18:01:48 anuupriya98@gmail.com 18 / 30 Anupriya.T MA English DKM College For Women (Autonomous) Vellore6380117643 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Shortness of breath
5/29/2020 18:02:41 poovarasiarmugama@gmail.com 28 / 30 A.Poovarasi III Bs,c zoology AAA college ,walaja 8056407426 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COnVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 18:03:34 kirankumar5860@gmail.com 11 / 30 CHENGALA KIRAN KUMARB.tech Agricultural BiotechnologyBharath Institute of Higher Education and Research7661072992 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Neoclassicism Wordsworth Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 18:06:26 shilpasasidharan89@gmail.com 24 / 30 SHILPA.S Research Scholar Anna Adarsh College for Women 8220403403 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 20:12:04 rahimbashatmmk@gmail.com 14 / 30 MAHJABEEN.R UG Student Arignar Anna Govt Arts College For Women9442671797 Aristotle The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Shortness of breath
5/29/2020 20:21:43 ajaymurugan901@gmail.com 27 / 30 Ajay M BA Muthurangam Govt. Arts and science College7695925657 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 20:40:37 pgprasadreddy32@gmail.com 6 / 30 P. Guru Prasad Reddy B-Tech Bharath Institute of higher education and research 7449182767 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Acrostic Solidarity If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/29/2020 20:42:50 vknandhini29@gmail.com 23 / 30 K. Nandhini B.A. English literature Avvaiyar Government College for Women9489834735 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 20:57:53 padma4399@gmail.com 22 / 30 P.Padmavathy Student M.Phil english Thiruvalluvar university 7904841127 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:03:56 mail2sukanya3@gmail.com 23 / 30 SUKANYA AS Assistant professor SRM Arts and Science College 9745177047 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:07:35 rameshsama1981@gmail.com 13 / 30 S.REVATHI LECTURER ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT ARTS COLLEGE, WALAJAPET9551967788 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:08:34 rakeshcena2206@gmail.com 17 / 30 RAKESH.P BA defence and strategic studies Guru Nanak college 9080412977 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:08:40 dhanamakila5@gmail.com 28 / 30 S.Dhanalakshmi BA HISTORY AAA College 6374773413 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:12:38 pavigopipavigopi76@gmail.com 13 / 30 Pavithra.R III B.sc zoology Arinar anna gov arts college for women walajapet9345221848 Horace The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their leaf-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:12:52 mathesh475@gmail.com 11 / 30 MATHESH.V B.com cs Govt .arts college nanadanam 9840750517 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai Neither A nor B None of the above Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:15:21 premkumarayyanar@gmail.com 13 / 30 Premkumar A B.E Aero 2nd year KCG College Of Technology 9840526513 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:17:00 sharksasi23@gmail.com 24 / 30 Sasindra.M Bsc zoology Arignar anna arts and science government college for women-walajapet8072831872 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:24:09 devi686940@gmail.com 13 / 30 S.DEVI M.SC Computer Science ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT.ARTS COLLEGE9787445329 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Solidarity All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:39:19 suruthiashokkumar@gmail.com 7 / 30 Suruthi A Student/B.E Easwari Engineering College 9626444371 Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/29/2020 21:52:44 sasikili2002@gmail.com 11 / 30 Sasikala.D   2 nd Ba english AAA 9487233473 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Coleridge Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Shanghai Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/29/2020 21:56:01 kavyajkpk@gmail.com 12 / 30 Kavya .J BA ENGLISH ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, WALAJAPET8270581802 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/29/2020 22:25:33 deepikasb463@gmail.com 13 / 30 Deepika.S.B. Degree Govrt frist grade women's clg Vijayanagar mysuru9980971335 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Remdesivir All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Tianjin SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/29/2020 22:32:10 sandhiyanave10@gmail.com 9 / 30 L.sandhiya b.sc chemistry arignar anna government arts clg for women walaja8524948985 Plato The climax in a tragedy Coleridge Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Neoclassicism Coleridge Historical novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/29/2020 23:18:04 vkramya26@gmail.com 30 / 30 K. Nandhini B.A. English Avvaiyar Government College for Women9489834735 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

5/30/2020 0:05:21 sathya1262002@gmail.com 19 / 30 B.Sai Sathya BA English DG Vaishnav 9025800417 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 0:20:47 poojaasrikamaraj@gmail.com 22 / 30 K.Poojaasri Ph.D Research Scholar in EnglishPSG College of Arts and Science, Coimbatore7598226668 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 1:03:08 winnymarshel@gmail.com 19 / 30 R. Winny Early Star Assistant Professor / M.A.,M.Ed.,K. M. G  College of Arts and Science 8015276728 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 6:45:14 paranthamanpalani2002@gmail.com 15 / 30 Paranthaman P B.E(CSE) Vel Tech High Tech Dr.Rangarajan Dr.Sakunthala Engineering College 9566165199 Plato The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Absurd Naturalism Coleridge Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 7:16:54 rajadurai4893@gmail.com 28 / 30 Renuka. K M. A, english Arignar anna government art college for women7639018281 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 7:27:43 sumathisubashini@gmail.com 6 / 30 SUMATHI.N Assistant Professor/ M.Phil Computer ScienceSRI BHARATHI WOMEN'S ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE, KUNNATHUR,ARNI, THIRUVANNAMALAI DT9092409480 loginus The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison Walter Pater Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Eco-criticism Wordsworth Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.Fever
5/30/2020 7:39:09 shylatha1999@gmail.com 25 / 30 L. Shyamala l-B.A English Arignar Anna Arts And Science College for women , Walajapet9345638976 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 7:55:57 elakkiyaelakkiya375@gmail.com 14 / 30 Elakkiya.R B.A English literature Government tirumagal Mills of college 9487622950 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 8:09:26 gajalakshmiselvam1691@gmail.com 18 / 30 D.YOGALAKSHMI 1MSC computer science arignar Anna govt arts college for women,walajapet9344669700 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man! A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Eco-criticism Coleridge Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 8:11:59 mahalaxmisuku26@gmail.com 20 / 30 K.monisha 1BA English Arignar anna government arts college for women walajapet,ranipet district9543032352 Plato The ending of comedy Coleridge shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 8:17:36 saranyasuji2000@gmail.com 19 / 30 SARANYA.V STUDENT  BA ENGLISH Aringnar Anna Arts and science college for Women, Walajapet9566386249 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 8:20:00 keethanamani01@gmail.com 22 / 30 S.keerthana B.A. English Arignar Anna Govt.Arts College For Women , Walajapet 6374464152 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 8:48:03 kamalmuthu05032000@gmail.com 25 / 30 Sariga Selvaraj MA ENGLISH LITERATUREARIGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN8428096726 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/30/2020 8:55:51 bharathi4523@gmail.com 14 / 30 N.SUMATHI STUDENT/ M.PHIL COMPUTER SCIENCEARINGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN ,WALAJAPET,9092409480 Plato The climax in a comedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/30/2020 8:59:08 hrdeekshe@gmail.com 24 / 30 Deekshetha.H.R. B.tech ECE Vellore institute of technology,Chennai9498553390 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:07:13 nishamuthu671@gmail.com 11 / 30 M.Nisha BA ENGLISH DG VAISHNAV COLLEGE 8248948345 Plato The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Picaresque novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:09:33 estherdivi41@gmail.com 22 / 30 Divya M Assistant professor K.M.G College of arts and Science,Gudiyattam9566561461 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:16:45 hemachitra97@gmail.com 17 / 30 S.Hemalatha M.A English Aringar anna government arts college for women,walajapet6369621833 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Remdesivir All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:27:29 sgomathi1509@gmail.com 16 / 30 GOMATHI. S M. Sc (Cs) Arignar Anna Government Arts College For Women,walajapet.9597894475 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Tianjin MERS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:32:45 sksurendar1985@gmail.com 29 / 30 SUMATHI.N Professor/ M.Phil Computer ScienceSRI BHARATHI WOMEN'S ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE,KUNNATHUR,ARNI9600104523 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:46:12 keerthukeerthi906@gmail.com 10 / 30 Keerthana.s Bsc maths Kpk college 6383688711 loginus The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:49:08 bernardtamil256@gmail.com 16 / 30 BERNARD SHAW D MA ENGLISH MADRAS UNIVERSITY 8124591665 Plato The climax in a comedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 9:55:54 monisankarche99@gmail.com 22 / 30 S.monisha B.sc AAA college valaja 7871796461 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

5/30/2020 10:01:57 sureshmjk56@gmail.com 23 / 30 M.SURESH Assistant Professor/EnglishKMG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE9159040203 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:03:37 eelakish@gmail.com 16 / 30 Elamathi.A Student /MA KMG College of arts and science 8940435851 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:05:59 ssoundarya8850@gmail.com 9 / 30 Soundarya B.a English AAA college for women's 9500301284 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:19:21 swetharagu008@gmail.com 26 / 30 SWETHA R Assistant professor SRI BHARATHI WOMEN'S ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE, ARNI, KUNNATHUR9786754560 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:22:49 saranvignu@gmail.com 12 / 30 M.Saranya Assistant professor Kmg college of arts and Science 9487820838 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Beijing SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:25:13 kumaranharish4@gmail.com 11 / 30 K kumaran P g student KMG 9943610725 Horace The climax in a comedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Absurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:28:41 mswethasweety1@gmail.com 29 / 30 Kowsalya.M B sc zoology Arignar Anna Govt.Arts College (W) 8524844586 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 10:34:42 karthigym1971@gmail.com 25 / 30 D S KARTHIKEYAN ASST PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH KMG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE,GUDIYATTAM 9442810725 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 11:00:56 santhanamsoniya@gmail.com 12 / 30 S.Soniyq B.Sc chemistry AAA college 8124614394 Aristotle The ending of comedy Joseph Addison shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/30/2020 11:17:37 arivuchelvan48824@gmail.com 15 / 30 Arivuchelvan. S 1st B.A English literature Muthurangam Government Arts college6383745931 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/30/2020 11:24:22 cabinaya26082000@gmail.com 22 / 30 C.ABINAYA 1 B.A ENGLISH Arignar anna arts college for women, walajapet, Ranipet district 9361819594 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 11:41:21 suganyasugan@g.mail.com 14 / 30 S.SUGANYA B.sc zoology Aringar Anna Government College for women9790434221 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieTextual criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 11:45:16 sjds2012@gmail.com 17 / 30 Jayapriya G P.hd Arignar Anna arts and science college for women, walajapet9500559916 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 11:46:39 sathya1262002@gmail.com 30 / 30 B.Sai Sathya BA English DG Vaishnav 9025800417 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 11:50:15 poojaselvam03121999@gmail.com 23 / 30 pooja. S Student M. A. English Auxilium college vellore 6382462108 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:11:19 priyakumar2321@gmail.com 17 / 30 K.Balambigai 2 nd B.A English Aringer Anna arts and science college for women, walajapet9597357099 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:12:27 gajagajendran1998@gmail.com 21 / 30 GAJALAKSHMI G 1st MA ENGLISH Auxilium Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:13:11 rithirami1690@gmail.com 29 / 30 V.MANJU MA.English Aringar anna government arts and science college8489415860 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:14:40 nandhi2998kalai@gmail.com 16 / 30 Nandhini kalaiselvan MA English Auxilium College 8056840548 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:18:45 jamunasree1993@gmail.com 21 / 30 N.R.Jamunasree Lecturer in English Sri Sarada college for women 6380256717 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:21:05 sowmiya342001@gmail.com 20 / 30 D.sowmiya I BA English Arignar Anna Government Arts college for women, walajapet Ranipet8111069486 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:24:56 Bommireddysusarmani@gmail.com 17 / 30 BOMMIREDDY SUSARMANIStudent Bharath institute of higher education and research8688667203 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:43:29 tharani14797@gmail.com 20 / 30 Tharani.S Student , M.A English KMG College of Arts & Science 7904487113 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:44:04 vigneshkarthik221098@gmail.com 11 / 30 Vignesh B The 8778848409 Plato The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold Discoveries The Victorian poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves. It is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Acrostic If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/30/2020 12:50:47 vishaliraj697@gmail.com 14 / 30 Vishali B. A K.m. g collage of arts and science 6374480930 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:54:59 pavithra20k@gmail.com 25 / 30 K. PAVITHRA Student ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN7708879258 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 12:58:00 removiki21@gmail.com 24 / 30 Vignesh E B.Sc mathematics The Madurai Diraviyam Thayumanavar Hindu college8012460495 Plato The ending of comedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold G.B. Shaw Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 13:03:36 vvishnupriya1414@gmail.com 29 / 30 VISHNUPRIYA. V STUDENT/ENGLISH KMG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE, GUDIYATTAM 6383765336 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/30/2020 13:14:46 anburajaram2001@gmail.com 26 / 30 R.Lakshmi I-B.A English Arignar Anna Arts And Science College For Women , Walajapet8667508415 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 13:19:49 boomikaloganathan@gmail.com 30 / 30 Boomika.k BA english literature AAA college walajapet 8489733596 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 13:25:56 kannukan25@gmail.com 18 / 30 Ms.K.Kanmani B.Ed student KMG COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 9360713147 Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 13:42:36 harinisnehaarul212@gmail.com 20 / 30 Harinisneha.A Bsc  computer science AAA college 9894609887 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 13:44:52 tamizhari7310@gamil.com 10 / 30 Tamilselvi. P B. A. English Arignar anna government arts college for womens, walajapet9003100429 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Neoclassicism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 14:03:51 keerthysiva3196@gmail.com 24 / 30 S.KEERTHIGA M.A ENGLISH K.M.G.COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 9488833236 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 14:18:49 lksuresheee@gmail.com 15 / 30 G. Ramya 1 st B A English Arignar anna arts college for womens walajapet8072290235 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Tianjin Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 14:25:32 nithiya.ramamoorthy07@gmail.com 12 / 30 Nithiya Ramamoorthy MBA Madras University 8608582149 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentCough
5/30/2020 14:36:25 ragupooja143@gmail.com 22 / 30 S.LOGESWARI BA ENGLISH 3YEAR ARIGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN WALAJAPET8158078031 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 14:38:58 divyaeathiraj@gmail.com 19 / 30 Divyabharathi E BA English Literature AAA collage for women,walajapet 9361405393 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 14:48:36 manomano66418@gmail.com 30 / 30 S.Monisha  B.sc -zoology Arijar Anna arts college for women,walaja6369962787 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 14:56:24 bharathsontena@gmail.com 9 / 30 Bharath Btech Bharath university 7382692794 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 15:04:02 nisa241500@gmail.com 18 / 30 NISHA.G BCA KMG college of arts and science 6384509674 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COnV-20 Beijing Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 15:13:21 priyankasbhoir22@gmail.com 19 / 30 Priyanka Sachin Bhoir Bsc Maharshi Dayanand college 9769659722 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 15:18:19 divyaparthiban01@gmail.com 30 / 30 P.DIVYA MA ENGLISH Arignar Anna Govt Arts college for women6369715291 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 15:26:28 mmaga4073@gmail.com 8 / 30 S.mahalakshmi B.a English K.m.g college arts and science 9123564703 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COnV-20 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentShortness of breath
5/30/2020 15:32:21 sumaiyasafrin1516@gmail.com 22 / 30 SUMAIYASAFRIN.S Asst.prof KMG College of Arts and science 8668164664 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 15:34:31 animaran1702@gmail.com 11 / 30 ANITHA.G MA English KMG college of arts and science 9585076013 Horace The climax in a comedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 15:52:41 matlarani20@gmail.com 14 / 30 Matla Rani Engineering Bharath University 6301113634 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their leaf-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.Shortness of breath
5/30/2020 15:58:59 kavithavelayutham98@gmail.com 18 / 30 Kavitha v MA ENGLISH KMG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE8667279879 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 16:07:24 divyadv66@gmail.com 30 / 30 P.sangeetha priya B.sc chemistry Aringar anna arts women's college 6379076784 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 16:11:41 palanij74@gmail.com 18 / 30 Nesiga.P BE-Computer Science and EngineeringPriyadarshini Engineering college 9787568550 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 16:41:28 nagarajan4667@gmail.com 30 / 30 Kalaiyarasi.v B.sc Arignar anna government arts College for women walajapet9655410705 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 16:41:45 chithrasrinivasan18@gmail.com 29 / 30 S.chithra BA english AAA college 9080713539 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 17:00:14 ks3063651@gmail.com 13 / 30 Hemavathi.k B sc computer science AAA college 6383215191 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 17:13:40 kkarthiga@gmail.com 15 / 30 K.Karthiga M.sc_Mathematics Aringnar Anna government arts college for women ,wallpaper.7604896186 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/30/2020 17:25:44 kavithast25@gmail.com 9 / 30 S.kavitha BA.English Sri Akilandeswari womens college wandiwash7904730029 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/30/2020 17:41:29 kavi1171972@gmail.com 14 / 30 Keerthana.A B.A., Kamban college of arts and science for women9585852827 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Farce Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 17:43:39 anbu464@gmail.com 14 / 30 Anbu Bsc Aaa 8870444819 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Discourse of English Poetrie The Victorian poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 17:45:29 vkbava3999@gmail.com 7 / 30 V.Bavatharani Student/ B.A (tamil).,B.ed.,Government College of education in Vellore9566783110 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Textual criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Wordsworth Historical novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.Cough
5/30/2020 18:25:38 sanjeevlakshmi49@gmail.com 19 / 30 Dr.P.SANJEEV LAKSHMIAssistant professor KAMBAN COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE FOR WOMEN,TIRUVANNAMALAI8438500287 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 18:27:38 'santhanalakshmi09062000@gmail.com 30 / 30 Santhanalakshmi.m Bsc,zoology AAA 9344702128 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 19:14:38 vskiruthikasethu@gmail.com 16 / 30 Kiruthika M.A English Raja serfoji govt arts college Thanjavur 9789482717 Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 19:30:43 nkforte9@gmail.com 23 / 30 AMBIGA.C Ph.D Research Scholar Sri Sarada College for Women(Autonomous)Salem-169486961029 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 19:31:12 monalisha1606@gmail.com 23 / 30 Monalisha Basak FY-BBA (CA) MIT ACSC, Alandi (D)Pune 8329362594 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 19:51:04 Santhoshva2001@gmail.com 14 / 30 Santhosh V B. Pharm student Crescent university 9942917368 Aristotle The climax in a comedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Farce Neoclassicism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 20:01:15 jaikeemathi242211@gmail.com 30 / 30 Jaikeerthana M B tech agriculture,student Bharath University 7695955147 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 20:20:48 bhavaniramalingam0808@gmail.com 22 / 30 R. Swathi B. A english D. G vaiahnav 9790915443 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 20:26:16 willpowerhundred@gmail.com 15 / 30 Monika.T Guest Lecturer NKR Govt Arts College for Women, Namakkal, Tamilnadu8903515156 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Tennyson W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 20:32:52 arulmozhi4674@gmail.com 28 / 30 M. ARULMOZHI MA ENGLISH Arignar Anna Govt Arts College for women9047094674 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 20:36:02 mathusanthi96@gmail.com 18 / 30 S.MATHUMATHY PG Student, M.A English Avvaiyar Govt College For Women 8489622573 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 20:43:00 sharmila3602@gmail.com 16 / 30 K.Sharmila I BA English Arignar Anna government arts college for women, Walajapet.9384783983 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/30/2020 21:08:47 archanamanogar19@gmail.com 29 / 30 M Archana BA English literature AAA college walajapet 8637460385 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 21:09:19 jayamohanele@gmail.com 29 / 30 Krishnapriya j M. A first year Arignar Anna Government Arts college for women9445228985 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 21:52:43 somasekhar0513@gmail.com 18 / 30 K.S.SOMASEKAR Forest Range officer First grade college 9080345008 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 22:26:35 rekhaparthiv1703@gmail.com 27 / 30 G. REKHA Assistant professor in English Voorhees college, vellore 9944229465 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 22:32:21 bercina97@gmail.com 18 / 30 A. BERCINA FERNANDO M. Phil English St. Mary's college (Autonomous),Tuticorin 9787495290 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 22:34:15 aswinis08012000@gmail.com 18 / 30 ASWINI.S B.A.ENGLISH ARINGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE-WALAJA9566013697 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 22:45:40 samprasittaabila96@gmail.com 11 / 30 B. Vinobini Samprasitta AbilaM. Phil English literature St. Mary's college (Autonomous)Thoothukudi7339682486 Plato The ending of a tragedy Coleridge Walter Pater T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 22:48:44 thaslinrish22@gmail.com 22 / 30 Rishwana thaslin BA English St.Marys college Autonomous 9842501892 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/30/2020 23:07:38 fmarypriya@gmail.com 24 / 30 Dr. F. Mary Priya Assistant Professor of English St. Mary's College ( Autonomous), Thoothukudi 9597550476 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

5/31/2020 0:04:47 robijoe2@gmail.com 13 / 30 Rabacca.s MA English St.mary’s College (Autonomous) 8098528174 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
5/31/2020 0:13:55 venkatalokamalya@gmail.com 26 / 30 V VENKATALOKAMALYAStudent : II BA ENGLISH SRI SARADA COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (AUTONOMOUS), SALEM9363085152 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 2:00:28 jthanigaivathi@gmail.com 19 / 30 JANANI T Assistant professor SRI AKILANDESWARI WOMEN'S COLLEGE, VANDAVASI.6380025165 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 7:19:30 saranyakanchana4@gmail.com 23 / 30 Saranya MA English Arignar anna government arts college for women6382857230 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 8:07:18 nivethaselvam1993@gmail.com 22 / 30 NIVETHA. S Assistant Professor Sri Akilandeswari Women's College,Wandiwash8248006853 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 8:22:58 rathikarenu2000@gmail.com 29 / 30 N.MONISHA BCA arignar anna government arts college for women walajapet8270002321 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 8:33:46 jojonna18@gmail.com 12 / 30 Jonna hannani BA St.marys college 9787789364 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COnV-20 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 8:54:50 aarthi788@gmail.com 20 / 30 T. AARTHI M.Phil Scholar St. Mary's College, Thoothukudi. 9080684819 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 9:41:17 lakshmiknpatti@gmail.com 22 / 30 Lakshmi .C Student St.Mary's college (Autonomous),Thoothukudi 9092088280 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 9:59:55 pgkanagadurga@gmail.com 21 / 30 G.Kanaga Durga Assistant Professor St.Mary's College (Autonomous), Thoothukudi8870348413 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.Cough

5/31/2020 10:03:57 hemaselvan11@gmail.com 21 / 30 Dr. K.Hema Assistant Professor of EnglishSadakathullah Appa College,Tirunelveli9486379448 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 10:06:22 kpavithra509@gmail.com 14 / 30 K.Pavithra B.A English Arignar Anna arts and science College8925440346 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 10:10:16 prashantpandit9504@gmail.com 21 / 30 Prashant Pandit BTech Student Arya Institute of Engineering and Technology08824041162 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson G.B. Shaw Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 10:21:15 macklinfdo30@gmail.com 19 / 30 P.Dasnevis Macklin 3rd B.A English St.Marys college (Autonomous) 8754905655 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 10:58:18 tancy3823@gmail.com 25 / 30 S.Tancy III BA English Literature St.Marys college (autonomous) 9488108175 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Farce Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 11:01:14 jagadeesh85199@gmail.com 9 / 30 P Jagadeesh B.Tech Bharat institute of higher education and research8519910866 Plato The ending of comedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Solidarity If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.Cough
5/31/2020 11:10:22 sindhuurajesh@gmail.com 25 / 30 Sindhu R BA English St. Mary's college 9384916605 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 11:15:04 jagadeesh85199@gmail.com 27 / 30 P Jagadeesh B.tech Bharat institute of higher education and research8519910866 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 11:59:10 vallepukishansai@gmail.com 19 / 30 Vallepu.kishansai UG Bharat institute of higher education research9390297461 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:09:03 mkavibharathi20@gmail.com 25 / 30 M. Kavi bharathi Guest Lecturer Arignar Anna Government Arts College for Women, Walajapet9500293309 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COnV-20 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:16:24 arun18197@gmail.com 8 / 30 Kabitha Mphil Govt arts 9965887654 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold Walter Pater Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Discoveries Textual criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Elegy Solidarity If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Tianjin Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:17:33 gayatri31prasad@gmail.com 7 / 30 Gayatry Prasad BBA CA MIT ACSC Alandi pune +919027611870 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnet
5/31/2020 12:19:37 govardhini21@gmail.com 30 / 30 A. GOVARDHINI PhD Research Scholar Dr. N. G. P. Arst and Science College 9965929734 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:37:20 jelsiimmaculate@gmail.com 11 / 30 J .Jelsi BA English literature St.Mary's College Autonomous 9488406285 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Historical novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:39:13 oraut36@gmail.com 16 / 30 Onkar raut BBA ca MIT ACSC ALANDI PUNE 7756983339 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:40:25 nive96716@gmail.com 9 / 30 Nivedha S PhD research scholar Kongu Engineering College07094967825 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
5/31/2020 12:49:24 ganeshchandran76@gmail.com 25 / 30 Ganesh C Research Scholar. Dr. NGP Arts and Science College, Coimbatore. 8940208211 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
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Timestamp Email Address Score Name of the participant Designation/Degree Name of the College Mobile number 1. Who was the first literary critic who said that “art is twice removed from reality”?2. What is ‘denouement’? 3. Who called Dryden the father of English Criticism?4. Who said that “poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world”?5. Who gave the concept of “Art for life’s sake”?6. In whose opinion “Poetry is the most highly organized form of intellectual activity?7. Which of the following is the critical work of Ben Jonson?8. Dryden’s Essay of Dramatic Poesy is a work of:9. Poetry was generally written in 'Poetic diction’ by:10. Regarding the observation of the three classical unities in a play, Dr.Johnson’s view is that:1. What is Blank verse? 2. Which of the following is an example of Onomatopoeia?3. Which of the following is an example of Oxymoron?4. What is meant by Prosody?5. Which part of a Miltonic Sonnet is called Octave?1. The final end of the tragedy is2. Which movement gives important to style rather than the content of a text3. From the following persons, who belongs to University Wits?4. In which kind of novel the whole becomes episodic or disjointed?5. Dialogue with the self - relates to1. Name a clinical trial in which blood is transfused from recovered COVID-19 patients to a coronavirus patient who is in critical condition?2. How does Coronavirus transmit?3. What happens to a person suffering from COVID-19?4. What is Coronavirus? 5. World Health Organisation on 11 February, 2020 announced an official name for the disease that is causing the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak? What is the new name of the disease?6. The first case of novel coronavirus was identified in .....7. Which of the following diseases are related to coronavirus?8. From where coronavirus got its name?9. What are the precautions that need to be taken to protect from the coronavirus?10. Mild Symptoms of Novel coronavirus are:
5/31/2020 12:52:17 mkiruthiga2k@gmail.com 17 / 30 M.Kiruthiga B.Sc.Mathematics St.Marys college,Thoothukudi 9786934161 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 12:55:01 bheemanenisowmya@gmail.com 21 / 30 B.sowmya B.TECH Bharath Institute of Higher Education and Research9390012376 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:00:31 nithiyag20@gmail.com 18 / 30 G. Nithiya Prabha UG St.marys college (Autonomous), Thoothukudi. 9361776109 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:07:59 nithyadevissv@gmail.com 24 / 30 S. Nithya Devi Assistant Professor Dr. N. G. P. Arts and Science College,Coimbatore 8300833273 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:15:14 sijicsrsivan@gmail.com 23 / 30 Siji Sivan Student  / III B.A.ENGLISH LITERATURE St.Mary's College Autonomous Thoothukudi 9489259710 Aristotle The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:32:49 tvembu15@gmail.com 26 / 30 Vembu T Assistant professor Kongunadu college of engineering and technology Thottiam 8124076095 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:39:52 haripriyalakshmi26@gmail.com 27 / 30 N.HARIPRIYALAKSHMI Ms. / Research Scholar Sri Sarada College for Women ( Autonomous),Salem-16.6381369365 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:44:49 nikitathakur3368@gmail.com 22 / 30 NIKITA THAKUR Student MIT ACSC alandi 9022251440 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:48:29 scarlet.merlin@gmail.com 10 / 30 Scarlet Student Mary college 9080074608 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Mathew Arnold W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentShortness of breath
5/31/2020 13:54:02 sundarsundarkumar07@gmail.com 9 / 30 SANGEETHA.K M.A.ENGLISH Aringar Anna Government Arts College for women walajapet9791722857 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Wordsworth Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 13:57:28 merlinrayer@gmail.com 29 / 30 J. Margaret Merlin UG St.Marys college, Thoothukudi 9486025590 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 14:44:39 dshanmugam3701@gmail.com 11 / 30 Ramana B.sc Dhanalakshmi Srinivasan arts and science  college 9361333756 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Aristotle Blank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Acrostic Remdesivir If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVn-19 Shanghai SARS Due to their leaf-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.Cough
5/31/2020 14:47:28 patelabbas193@gmail.com 8 / 30 patel BCA Mit 97362848372 Plato The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly T. S. Eliot G.B. Shaw Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Coleridge Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/31/2020 14:48:26 sweponsvkm@gmail.com 28 / 30 SWETHA PONRAJ BE-ECE VELAMMAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE9361657965 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 14:50:58 keerthi0405s@gmail.com 30 / 30 Keerthana Shanmugam BE Velammal  Engineering  College 9361837393 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 14:57:52 mujjamil.patel@mitacsc.edu.in 30 / 30 Mujjamil Abbas Patel BCA MIT ACSC,Alandi 9822010308 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 15:15:17 kokkikumar80115@gmail.com 27 / 30 Vidhya. P BA  English Aringer Anna government arts and since college for women 9585669995 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 15:34:58 rahulkasirajan27@gmail.com 30 / 30 Rahul.K Bsc chemistry V.o.chidambaram college of arts and science9025587560 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 15:48:15 malathipkm.fly@gmail.com 9 / 30 Malathi.R B.A.English Aringar Anna arts and science college for women's 9123514976 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism Coleridge Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 16:18:33 apoorva182002@gmail.com 26 / 30 Apoorva.A B.E P.S.R  Engineering College 9787889339 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 16:31:32 kkalyanisri2011@gmail.com 12 / 30 K.Kalyani Asst.prof Kamaraj college 8056782528 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson Walter Pater Wordsworth W.B Yeats Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Tianjin Both A and B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 16:42:00 jayajhansi2606@gmail.com 30 / 30 P.jayashree B.e PSR engineering college 8778572203 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 16:53:51 vallarramesh81@gmail.com 23 / 30 M.C .Subhashini Assistant Professor Kmg college of arts and science,gudiyattam,vellore district 9487303499 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 16:55:51 angelsundar091199@gmail.com 16 / 30 Angel.S 2nd BA English Literature St.marys college(autonomous)Thoothukudi9042731058 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Eco-criticism Coleridge Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 17:15:00 shanmugapriya718@gmail.com 6 / 30 A.jayalakshmi   3rd   Bsc chemistry AAA college walaja pet 9788805504 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Absurd Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine If the distance is less than 1 meter from the infected person.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Tianjin Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
5/31/2020 18:17:25 kujalarasi@gmail.com 20 / 30 Kuzhalarasi. R B.A. English Arignar Anna Govt. Arts College for Women9894475816 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 18:25:17 srikrishdadsgirl15@gmail.com 12 / 30 Krishnaveni.s Student/BSC computer scienceAAA,walajapet Horace The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison Mathew Arnold Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieTextual criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/31/2020 18:32:59 anusiasivapandi@gmail.com 19 / 30 Anusia .S Assistant Professor of EnglishSt. Mary's College (Autonomous), Thoothukudi.09442607245 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 18:36:52 tannapoornam99@gmail.com 21 / 30 ANNAPOORNA T Student Auxilium College Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 19:06:45 s.priyadharshini200230@gmail.com 28 / 30 S.Priyadharshini B E Velammal 8838408048 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 19:12:56 springkarthik@gmail.com 18 / 30 M.Sivaramakarthikeyan Assistant Professor, Department of EnglishMuthayammal College of Arts and Science Rasipuram Namakkal Dt Tamilnadu9952665835 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 19:19:10 dharanivel50@gmail.com 25 / 30 S.dharani 1.BA.English Aringar Anna Arts and science collage walajapet8838121050 Horace The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 19:29:07 saraswthisaras85@gmail.com 16 / 30 T.saraswathi. Guest lecturer Arignar anna govt arts college for women,walajapet.8778341957 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 19:31:31 hariprincess512@gmail.com 23 / 30 Harishankari T II MA Rajah Serfoji Government Arts College7708568599 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Cough
5/31/2020 19:38:34 ekanathan1947@gmail.com 27 / 30 T.saraswathi. Research scholar Sathya college of arts and science,kilvisharam.6382535307 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Wordsworth Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 19:52:30 prabhasivapandip@gmail.com 7 / 30 PRABHA.S M.com St Mary's college (Autonomous) Thoothukudi7708481965 Plato Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
5/31/2020 20:08:54 sauravdhumal16@gmail.com 10 / 30 Saurav Dhumal Pune bca mit acsc 9607592043 Horace The ending of comedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Wordsworth G.B. Shaw Discoveries Legislative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Farce Naturalism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
5/31/2020 20:12:56 pragatibiradar2614@gmail.com 30 / 30 Pragati Biradar Pune ,bCA MIT ACSC 9529777738 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 20:16:53 shahisthasamreen2018@gmail.com 27 / 30 SHAHISTHA SAMREEN.SMA English MMES Women's Arts And Science College8667504862 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 20:47:36 balajothi.rr11@gmail.com 30 / 30 B Raguraman Assistant Professor Kongunadu College of Engineering and Technology9715459278 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 21:07:53 deepikapkm.fly@gmail.com 10 / 30 S.Deepika B.Sc.,computer science Arignar Anna Govt Arts College for women Walajapet6380367350 Aristotle The ending of comedy Joseph Addison shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Naturalism Coleridge Historical novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Shanghai MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
5/31/2020 21:29:11 therinaveen30@gmail.com 29 / 30 P. Mohana priya M.Sc physics Arcot Sri Mahalakshmi women's college vilapakam6383102069 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 22:26:22 sanofiya997@gmail.com 6 / 30 Sanofiya.c MA ENGLISH Aringar Anna Govt Arts College 9047621761 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieTextual criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of verse forms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Wordsworth Gothic novels Elegy Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
5/31/2020 22:44:20 arunkumar143@gmail.com 24 / 30 Priyanka. R B. A. English Arignar Anna Govt. Arts College for Women8754208256 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Elegy Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above

6/1/2020 1:26:51 marishaselvame@gmail.com 19 / 30 S.Marisha BA.English Avvaiyar Government college for women 8925942828 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 8:38:25 sangeindu1@gmail.com 21 / 30 K.sangeetha Student AAA.college 9150396759 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 8:46:49 joantostar@gmail.com 26 / 30 PRISCILLA V Assistant professor Sri Krishna Arts and Science college 7708658843 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 8:49:02 kavithapichandi2002@gmail.com 12 / 30 P.KAVITHA B.E M.P.N.M.J ENGG COLLEGE.ERODE 6379254577 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Kalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Naturalism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 9:02:40 choppachandrika@gmail.com 22 / 30 C.chandrika Btech 2 nd year Bharath institute of higher education and research9381135332 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 9:16:36 smruthi1234567@gmail.com 20 / 30 Smruthi.R Student Deeksha @sarvajna pu college 7411295509 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 9:28:51 iruthayamsnow2707@gmail.com 12 / 30 Snowfia.I B.A.English Literature St.Mary's College (Autonomous) 7708505063 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Coleridge Gothic novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

6/1/2020 10:28:02 ayshajahara16022000@gmail.com 14 / 30 AYSHA JAHARA . S B.Sc.CHEMISTRY ARIGNAR ANNA GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE (W), WALAJAPET.9489591652 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge T. S. Eliot Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Eco-criticism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 11:42:03 asakiran301@gmail.com 21 / 30 P. ASA KIRAN Btech Bharat institute of higher education and research8639020223 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a rhyme but no metreSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:01:14 thiripurapurasundhari14042000@gmail.com 19 / 30 SOWMIYA.S B.sc chemistry Arignar Anna Govt. Arts and Science college  walajapet9159706995 Plato The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison Walter Pater Wordsworth W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Legislative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:19:17 keeraji77769@g.mail.com 29 / 30 Priyanka.R BA English AAA college walaja 9384487030 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentAll of the above
6/1/2020 12:22:05 lpab2103@gmail.com 10 / 30 Dhvani Rakesh Shah BA English DG Vaishnav College 9344710679 Plato The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. It is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Farce Euphemism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:33:53 nandanakrishnan2468@gmail.com 17 / 30 Nandana BA English DG Vaishnav Plato The ending of a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Thomas Kyd Dramatic Monologue All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:53:32 njamuna11121999@gmail.com 30 / 30 N.Jamuna B.A.English Arignar Anna Arts College 9176366963 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:56:49 monishanandha13@gmail.com 18 / 30 N.Monisha Student Arignar Anna government arts college for women6369371509 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Discoveries Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:57:59 ragaviseenuvasan2312@gmail.com 23 / 30 Ragavi S Student/B.tech Bharath Institute of Higher Education and Research6379157566 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Textual criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 12:59:55 Salman86374@gmail.com 12 / 30 MR.MUBARAK CAPTEN Chemistry C.ABDUL HAKEEM COLLEGE 8637454247 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Coleridge Mystery novels Idyll Hydroxychloroquine If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around <20% or a small proportion may need hospitalisation.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Add more garlic into your diet.All of the above
6/1/2020 13:19:55 rihanameeran@gmail.com 14 / 30 M.Rihana Second year Arignar Anna Government Arts College walaja6380910547 Aristotle The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Neoclassicism Wordsworth Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 13:23:05 selvakumar64592@gmail.com 16 / 30 R. Meena M. A English AAA college 9442943637 Plato The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Tennyson W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 13:29:14 sudhabharathi9002@gmail.com 16 / 30 B. Sudha B. A. English Arignar Anna govt. Arts college for women's 9361348610 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Wordsworth W.B Yeats Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Coleridge Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 13:33:59 safeeyabanujahabar@gmail.com 14 / 30 Safeeya banu B.A English Avvaiyar college 8072080099 Plato Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observed It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Shanghai Neither A nor B Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 13:48:52 sulochana3597@gmail.com 17 / 30 R.sulochana 1 BA English Dgvc college 6379113254 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Beijing MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
6/1/2020 15:40:30 lavanyast32@gmail.com 15 / 30 J.lavanya B.A English Sri Akilandeswari women's college 6374059446 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Coleridge Walter Pater Mathew Arnold G.B. Shaw Discoveries Interpretative criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 15:44:14 asmamohideen994@gmail.com 30 / 30 Mizba kouser.M Student Sree abiraami arts and science college for women 7010123923 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 15:49:49 kalairaina773@gmail.com 11 / 30 A.K. KALAIYARASI B.A. ENGLISH KAMBAN COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE FOR WOMEN8940194768 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of poetic metres onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Cough
6/1/2020 16:06:43 jayj75523@gmail.com 23 / 30 Jenifer. M B.A English Avvaiyar 9585247433 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 16:10:51 ridhanyen@gmail.com 22 / 30 Deivarani.P BT Asst GHSS 9943269036 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 16:46:07 keerthigast24@gmail.com 16 / 30 S.KEERTHIGA BA English  Sri Akilandeswari women's college 9442945916 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Tragedy Euphemism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 17:29:05 vigneshselvam1230411@gmail.com 12 / 30 VIGNESH.P B.A English D.G Vaishnav college 7042363741 Plato The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Victorian poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Eco-criticism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Beijing Neither A nor B Due to their leaf-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.Fever
6/1/2020 19:22:09 ramasamy24011976@gmail.com 18 / 30 Dharaniya Ramasamy B. A. English Dwaraka Doss Goverdhan Doss Vaishnav College Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discoveries Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 19:24:14 profgomathinss@gmail.com 23 / 30 Gomathi M Assistant professor Puratchi thalivar Dr. MGR government arts and science college 9003463606 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 19:31:49 rajeepooja17@gmail.com 30 / 30 Rajeshwari S. Research Scholar Vellore Institute of Technology 9791846153 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 19:55:56 kalaist2418@gmail.com 11 / 30 B. Kalaiyarasi B. A. English Sri Akilandeswari women's college 9788659657 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison T. S. Eliot Mathew Arnold D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Tianjin Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 20:39:21 kanishkakahathi3012@gmail.com 25 / 30 Kanishka BA English Dwaraka Doss Goverdhan Doss viashnav collage9884399661 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 20:53:13 gowtham050593@gmail.com 28 / 30 Gowtham B. M.A., B.Ed Swamy Vivevekanandha Matriculation School, Thimmanamutthur9786286989 Plato The climax in a comedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 21:19:18 mahagokul2510@gmail.com 18 / 30 MAHALAKSHMI L M.A., ENGLISH LIT ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN936067325 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetAbsurd Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 21:39:57 surya49707@gmail.com 14 / 30 S.vijayalakshmi B.sc computer science Arignar anna government Arts college 9626953573 Horace The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Wordsworth Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.Only A is correct. COnV-20 Beijing SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/1/2020 21:45:54 jayapujabbsr@gmail.com 26 / 30 Jaya mishra MA ENG HONS. GLA COLLEGE DALTONGANJ08824041162 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 22:08:05 archanasarchu2@gmail.com 19 / 30 ARCHANA Guest lecturer Puratchi thalaivar Dr MGR Arts and science college Agaramchery6374323633 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Thomas Kyd Historical novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/1/2020 23:51:27 tamilarasi1097@gmail.com 26 / 30 TAMILARASI. D II MA ENGLISH ARIGNAR ANNA GOVT. ARTS COLLEGE (W)9344567624 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

6/2/2020 0:01:28 pavithramanivasagam21@gmail.com 22 / 30 M.PAVITHRA B.com ACTUARIAL MANAGEMENTPSGR KRISHNAMMAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN9080095703 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 0:18:38 mythilimanivasagam09@gmail.com 25 / 30 M.MYTHILI B.ed Dr.N.G.P.College of Education 8903272440 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 1:11:21 hirakbhatta11@gmail.com 13 / 30 Hirakjyoti Bhatta Student Nalbari college 8135938996 Plato The ending of a tragedy Joseph Addison Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot G.B. Shaw Discourse of English PoetrieTextual criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Absurd Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 6:43:36 amirtharajliterature28@gmail.com 20 / 30 R. Amirtharaj Assistant professor Sri Vidya Mandir Arts & Science College, Uthangarai9751652572 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Victorian poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.Shortness of breath
6/2/2020 9:25:40 mousamghosh6@gmail.com 19 / 30 MOUSAM GHOSH B.sc Chakdaha College 1234567890 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetFarce Eco-criticism Coleridge Mystery novels Acrostic Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 9:50:36 rinsy084@gmail.com 17 / 30 Rinsy.v.s B.Ed Dr.Ngp college of Education 9207867573 loginus The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of poetic metres onlyThe last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Thomas Kyd Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above

6/2/2020 10:48:23 yyaswanthpolisetti@gmail.com 20 / 30 Polisetti Yeswanth venkata eswara rajaB-tech Bharath institute of higher education and research9848281456 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 11:13:50 rubika146146@gmail.com 19 / 30 A. Rubika B.A. English literature St.Mary's college (Autonomous) , Thoothukudi Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their surface structure of bricks.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 11:30:13 mssp24@gmail.com 18 / 30 M.Sangeetha priya Assistant Professor SSS College of arts science and management, Arcot9940800895 Plato The ending of a tragedy Coleridge shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Arte of English Poesie Textual criticism The Neo-classical poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headKalidas is the Shakespeare of India.It is science of all the three mentioned above.A set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 12:32:05 pavithrapalanivel225@gmail.com 20 / 30 PAVITHRA.P B.ed Dr.ngp college of education 9003399001 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Mystery novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 13:17:06 priyachangi@gmail.com 3 / 30 Priyanga.R BA English (3rd Year) Avvaiyar Government college for women, karaikal6380369866 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson
6/2/2020 13:39:10 mptgaya3@gmail.com 16 / 30 S. Gayathri B. A. English Kamban college of arts and science for women tiruvannamalai 9360703101 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth D.H. Lawrence Discourse of English PoetrieComparative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism Thomas Kyd Gothic novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.Around 80% of the people will require no treatment as such and will recover on their own.It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 13:39:46 tejamanikkam@gmail.com 8 / 30 Tejaswini B.A english Dwarka doss goverdhan doss vaishnav college6381559597 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Coleridge Walter Pater T. S. Eliot D.H. Lawrence Apologie for poetrie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has both rhyme and metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Farce Euphemism P.B. Shelly Mystery novels Acrostic Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 13:51:58 ishubabu03112@gmail.com 12 / 30 R.B.IYSHVARYABABU Student, B.A English Sri Akilandeswari Women's College, Wandiwash.9789246188 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Mathew Arnold shelly Tennyson D.H. Lawrence Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Elizabethan poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesRuin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Euphemism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Solidarity When a person sneezes or cough, droplets spread in the air or fall on the ground and nearby surfaces.All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 14:03:30 saranyasaranya7860@gmail.com 26 / 30 P.Saranya BSC.CHEMISTERY Global college of arts and science 9677464198 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly T. S. Eliot T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Eco-criticism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 14:26:15 radharavi29111972@gmail.com 25 / 30 Priyanga.R BA English 3rd Year Avvaiyar Government College For Women, Karaikal8883584977 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discoveries Comparative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 14:36:38 sophiyaselvindurai8060@gmail.com 21 / 30 S.Thangasophiya B.A. English Literature St.Mary's College 8675712774 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The last eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 14:38:48 changigachangiga@gmail.com 29 / 30 Priyanga.R BA English (3rd Year) Avvaiyar Government college for women, karaikal9047095659 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Discoveries Legislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Naturalism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Neither A nor B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 14:48:41 harishliterature@gmail.com 18 / 30 Harish BA Eng DG vishnav 9791178904 Plato The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Tennyson T.S. Eliot Discoveries Interpretative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeA load of learning lumbering in his headAnd Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of rhythms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism P.B. Shelly Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Shanghai Neither A nor B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 14:55:21 yasminchithara2806@gmail.com 15 / 30 U.Yasmin Chithara MA. English St.Mary's College (Autonomous) 9894924353 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Wordsworth T.S. Eliot Discourse of English PoetrieLegislative criticism Aristotle Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeFair is that fair does. And Brutus is an honourable man!It is science of verse forms onlyThe middle eight lines from lines 4 to 11Tragedy Eco-criticism Coleridge Gothic novels Dramatic Monologue Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei SARS None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 15:20:25 brightleema7@gmail.com 9 / 30 W.Brightlin leema B.A (English) St.mary's college 7010618757 Aristotle The climax in a tragedy Joseph Addison shelly T. S. Eliot G.B. Shaw Discourse of English PoetrieInterpretative criticism The Elizabethan poets Only the unity of time should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeSweet-bitter tears flowed from eyesThere is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Euphemism Coleridge Historical novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Shanghai MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 15:39:34 rioncyfdo7@gmail.com 15 / 30 M.Rioncy 3 BA ENGLISH St Mary's college Autonomous 9500392713 Plato The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson Mathew Arnold T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Discoveries Legislative criticism The Romantic poets All the three unities should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of rhythms onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Catastrophe Neoclassicism P.B. Shelly Gothic novels Idyll Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct Only A is correct. COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 16:18:47 umabharath1351992@gmail.com 12 / 30 T.UMABHARATH Lecturer Rajagopal polytechnic college 9789247529 Aristotle The ending of a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot T. S. Eliot W.B Yeats Arte of English Poesie Comparative criticism The Romantic poets Only the unity of place should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of verse forms onlyThe first eight lines of a sonnetTragedy Naturalism P.B. Shelly Historical novels Elegy Plasma Therapy All the above are correct. All the above are correct It belongs to the family of Nidovirus.COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei MERS Due to their crown-like projections.Cover your nose and mouth when sneezing.All of the above
6/2/2020 16:25:51 amalasriram1999@gmail.com 23 / 30 S.Amala Vigneshwari BA St.Mary's College ( Autonomous) 9445470819 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 16:25:51 subhatamil2000@gmail.com 23 / 30 T. Subha BA English St. Mary's college Autonomous 8870813320 Plato The ending of comedy Dr.  Johnson shelly Mathew Arnold T.S. Eliot Apologie for poetrie Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has no metre and no   rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.There is kind cruelty in the surgeon’s knifeIt is science of all the three mentioned above.The first eight lines of a sonnetCatastrophe Neoclassicism Thomas Kyd Picaresque novels Dramatic Monologue Hydroxychloroquine All the above are correct. All the above are correct Both A and B are correct COVID-19 Wuhan, Hubei Both A and B None of the above Wash your hands after every hour.All of the above
6/2/2020 16:34:44 angelinsheeba2000@gmail.com 11 / 30 Angelin Sheeba 11'rd BA.English literatureSt. Marys college Autonomous 9994170521 Horace The climax in a tragedy Dr.  Johnson T. S. Eliot Tennyson W.B Yeats Discoveries Legislative criticism The Neo-classical poets Only the unity of action should be observedBlank Verse has a metre but no rhymeThe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.Ruin seize thee, ruthless kingIt is science of poetic metres onlyA set of eight rhyming lines in any part of the sonnet.Farce Euphemism Coleridge Historical novels Idyll Plasma Therapy If another person is nearby and inhales the droplets or touches these surfaces and further touches his face, eyes or mouth, he or she can get an infection.A very small proportion basically suffering from chronic illness may need admission in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU).It is a large family of viruses.COVID-19 Tianjin SARS Due to their crown-like projections.Visit your doctor for antibiotics treatmentFever
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